
Hello fellow cos-players! Welcome to our collection! We look forward to seeing you all on 
the day! Mine and my wife Deborah’s collection grew steadily from Nov 2003 when I came 
across my very first piece of Dr Who memorabilia, and for that matter my biggest want in 

my life at that time! 
 

As a fan of Dr Who for as long as I could remember and my main fav focus being the Daleks! 
Then we had the 7th Dr story, “Remembrance of the Daleks”, that was it, I had to have the 

Special Weapons Dalek! In my eyes that was the Dalek to have! Then come 2003, in the run 
up to the shows 40th Anniversary I got wind of a Dr Who convention being held in Stockton –

Upon-Tees, just a few miles from my home town of Sunderland and what do you know, the 
charity auction to be held on the Saturday night was a replica Special Weapons Dalek! 

 
Its as if the planets had all aligned to make this moment happen! I was having it, no matter 

what! So with the help from my friend and future wife Deborah, in the form of a loan until 
my student loan came through, the convention was upon us and word gets to me that 

someone else was also planning on bidding for this beauty! So here comes the auction, I 
have a max budget of £2000 no more! Oh the Dilemma! Do I bid bit by bit and get into a 
bidding war and risk pushing the price of the Dalek well beyond my max bid of £2000? Or do 
I go in with a big bid and hope it spooks the other buyer who wants the SWD after bidding 
and winning on an Imperial Dalek the previous year!  
 
So the auction starts and here it comes! Auctioneer says who will give me £1? I wait a 
moment, then I shoot my hand up while saying £2000! The room went quiet for what 
seemed like minutes then a massive roar and the whole room applauding me, going once, 
going twice, Sold!! Room erupts again and it sinks in that I’ve done it!  



That weekend I’m interviewed for the team doing programmes for satellite TV Channel, UK 
Gold to celebrate 40 years of Dr Who, I then get a call from the organiser of the official BBC 
40th convention asking if I would bring my dalek! From then on I was hooked! 

 
I was then approached to join a charity cosplay group called the Hyde Fundraisers, a charity 

who dressed up in sci-fi theme costumes to raise money for children’s charity, BBC Children 
in Need. Which also resulted in my collection and home, along with other Sunderland based 

members as a make shift exhibition as a backdrop to record stuff to be used in the launch of 
the New BBC Dr Who in 2005, doing BBC Breakfast Time, One & 6 O’clock news as well as 

Sky News. To top it off, myself and future wife Deborah, even did the local weather in 
Daleks for BBC Look North! Then, as an ex serving soldier of the Royal Logistics Corps, a 

world wide LIVE interview on British Forces Radio! A very mad few days I can say! 
 

 

We did this for a few years going from event to event helping raise thousands for children’s 
charities until I moved to South Yorkshire when ill health stopped me from doing this 

wonderful thing. We had loads of memories, a role in a stage show with other Dr Who 
Actors for the Hyde Fundraisers 20th Anniversary stage show, “The Trial of Davros”, 

numerous TV appearances and my pride and Joy, my very own Blue Peter Badge after 
appearing on Blue Peter in my very own Exillon costume that I will be bringing to the show! 

 



 
Eventually my fellow Hyde Fundraiser and helper, Deborah moved to South Yorkshire and 
we married so it was a case of a merging of collections! Deborah brought with her, “Maggie” 

her Black and Silver Dalek, which we are also bringing to the convention and her trust dog, 
K9! Sadly when limited space meant I had to sell my Special Weapons Dalek and full size 

Tardis and we fell away from the Cosplay world for a few years. 
 

 
Then in 2014, my son Ciaran asked me along to Yorkshire Cosplay Con 6 to be his helper so 

he could use my Ood costume from Dr Who. The buzz it gave made me wanting for my old 
life in the cosplay costume world until I offered my collection to Kitty for future YCC’s. 

So sure enough the invite came to attend Cosplay Con 7 AND 8! As the 8th Dr once said, “it 

was an offer I couldn’t refuse!” So we look forward to seeing you all for chats about our 



work around the costumed charity scene and the chance to give you some great photo ops 
with our collection of Daleks, Ood, Exillon and of course, trusty K9 and you might just see Dr 
number 7 too! 

 
Below is a collection of photo’s  over the years of the events and TV shows we’ve been 

involved in, I hope you enjoy watching and looking at them as much as we did doing them! 
Regards  

 
Andrew & Deborah Fenwick-Green 

 

 
HFR event at Newcastle General Hospital Children Ward 

 

 
Myself, Ciaran & Emily at Museum of Film, Photography & TV in Bradford. 



 
Myself & the 8th Dr’s companion, Dr Grace Holloway at Galaxy 4 Shop in Sheffield 

 
 

 
Myself and Family at HFR event at the University of Cambridge Sciences Dept  

 

 



 
HFR event in Buxton Community Hall 

 

 
My collection at an HFR event at the Space People storage company in Hull 

 



 
The soon to be mine, Special Weapons Dalek at its auction at Dimensions 2003 

 

 
My Special Weapons Dalek on Stage at the Official BBC 40th Aniv Dr Who convention 2003 



 
Myself and son Ciaran and Special Weapons Dalek with 6th Dr, Colin Baker 

 

 
Myself and son Ciaran and Special Weapons Dalek with 7th Dr, Sylvester McCoy 

 



 
Davros, Leader of the Daleks – alias Dr Who Actor, Terry Molloy trying out my Special 

Weapons Dalek 
 

 
Back stage on the HFR 20th Aniv stage show – The Trial of Davros 
Starring numerous actors from Dr Who and myself as a Timelord! 

 
 



 
Myself, in my Trial of Davros, Timelord Costume as used in the Charity Stage Show 



 
Behind the scenes - Set building for the Charity Stage show The Trial of Davros  

 

 
Behind the scenes - Set building for the Charity Stage show The Trial of Davros  



 
 

 
 

 
Live on Stage – The Trial of Davros. Starring myself and a few Dr Who Actors! 



 
Press Call – our collection and house used in the launch press items on the BBC for the 

launch of the new modern era of Doctor Who in 2005 
 

 
A great day to be a fan! On the actual set of the Tardis at BBC Wales, Roath Lock 



 
A great day to be a fan! On the actual set of the Tardis at BBC Wales, Roath Lock.  

 

 
A great day to be a fan! On the actual set of the Tardis at BBC Wales, Roath Lock. 



 
Some Ood creature gate crashes my Wedding! 

 
Please search for my channel on YouTube by searching for Andrew Fenwick-Green to see 

videos taken at past events and our moments on TV etc. 
 
 
 


